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Download your path on Wikiloc:
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Distance: 10,70km. (there and back)

Accumulated descending level: 749mt.

Accumulated ascending level: 749mt.

Accumulated total level: 1498mt.

Total lenght: 2,5h(one way)- 6h(there and back)

characteristics of the footpath
.We start from mid-altitude walking through the beautiful urban 
center of Los Canarios and where we walk downhill through places 
of a rich variety of landscapes. The route is of medium-high difficulty 
so it is advisable to bring walking sticks, comfortable clothing, a 
mobile with a charged battery, plenty of water and food.

Description of the trail

Los Canarios. (715mt. Altitude). We start from Plaza Minerva and 
turn right onto the main road, continuing for about 350 meters until 
we reach the first indication. We start downhill for about 1.5 km 
until we reach the neighborhood of Las Caletas, a small 
neighborhood where small houses of traditional Canarian 
architecture are scattered. We arrive at the neighborhood school 
where we descend along a concrete track without deviating from it 
and continue through growing areas. We begin to see typical 
xerophilous scrub vegetation such as bitter tabaiba, which is the 
most abundant in the area. Soon the crops disappear to give way 
to scrubland carperted in reddish and black. In case of emergency: 112

In the final  of the route, the steep slope gives us wide panoramic 
views, highlighting the silhouette of the sulfur on the jagged coast. 
As a volcanological element, the black lavas from the Búcaro 
eruption that are crossed by the track stand out. The itinerary is 
also rich in cultural elements, since the ethnographic interest of the 
cultivation modality in Caletas (narrow terraces conducive to the 
area and that give the place its name) is added to the drying 
facilities of chochos (lupins) and perches for its tanning on the 
coast. In Puertito Beach, we have no way to return by transport, so 
we must consider that the round trip must be done on foot.

Respect the environment!


